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Wooster polisci professor now Croatian first lady
With the election

Naomi Kresge
News Editor
On Jan. 3, Wooster Political Science Professor Dijana Plestina became the new first lady of Croatia.
Plestina's husband, Ivica Racan,
became the first opposition party
prime minister in the history of the
country.
Racan 's history in Croatian politics dates back to the 1970s and 80s,
when he held a series of positions
in the Communist Party. According
to Plestina, Racan's party membership was more indicative of a desire to participate in politics than
of his own political leanings. She
called him a "reformer ... a thorn
in the party."
Racan rose to national prominence in 1989 as the leader of the
Croatian communist party. Immediately upon his election he declared free multi-part- y
elections
and promised to step down if he lost
them.

oflvica Racan, Dijana Plestina joins the ranks of international dignitaries
A month later, during the Yugoslavian National Congress of the
Communist Party, Racan was instrumental in facing down
Slobodan Milosevic's first attempt

to seize power, joining the
Slovenian delegation in walking

out of the Congress in protest.

VVV

Three months later, Racan lost his

position to Franjo Tudjiman's
Croatian Democratic Union (HDZ)
party.
Plestina called the HDZ party the
nationalist movement for Croatian
independence, and pointed out that
"ironically, many members of the
Communist Party who had been
more careerist . . . joined the HDZ."
Tudjiman took the position of president and remained an autocratic
ruler until his death last month.
Tudjiman's death was the immediate catalyst for the election of
Racan, who had become leader of
the opposition Social Democrat
party. The power transfer, however.

-
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SGA started off the year fighting
for members as five of its members
tendered their resignations prior to
Wednesday's meeting. Four representatives and one cabinet member bowed out, leaving SGA with
only 17 members.
The most notable resignation was
that of Caitlin Pine '00, vice president of academic affairs. Senator

Andy Rockenstein '02, Jenn
Telischak '02, Dan O'Connor '02

Matt Mahaffey said. As a result,
Mahaffey is left scrambling to fill
the voids left by the departures.
Senator Ann Raymond '02 was appointed as the CSO representative.
With SGA funding for the second semester only weeks away, the
Funding Allocations Committee
Guidelines Ad Hoc committee presented their recommended changes
in order to avoid the problems that
plagued funding last semester.
discussion
Much of the
45-min-

ute

on

and Marcus Fowler '01 also resigned.

was centered around semantics
the use of precedent in funding.

"One person was going off campus,
one has a class at that time and
the others did not give specific reasons for resigning," SGA President

Section six of the revised FAC
guidelines stipulates that the Senate does not have the ability to override the precedent set by the FAC.

--

Patricia Hill Collins from the

University of Cincinnati will
speak tonight on "Caught in the
Crossfire:
and Violence" in McGaw at 7:30
African-America-

ns

pm.
A Faculty Recital will fea
ture Professor Brian Dykstra on
piano in Gault Recital Hall at 7:30
pm this Saturday.

The Wooster Symphony Orchestra Cham
ber Orchestra concert is

'

PHOTO COURTESY Of DlJANA PLESTINA

McGaw chapel at 2 pm this Saturday.
-

.

,-

AND

"GlOKIa" MAGAINI

From left: Croatian Prime Minister Ivica Racan, Dijana Plestina and Nada and Drazen Budisa join arms at a New
Eve Gala. Budisa is leader of the Social Liberal party and a strong candidate in the Croatian presidential election.

follows upon a gradual increase in
party popularity in the
1995 and 1997 parlimentary elec- -

grass-roo- ts

Head of the FAC ad hoc committee Colin Weir '03 said, "We want
to set policy. This way the FAC
can change precedents, but the Senate cannot."
Treasurer Margie Clay man '00
argued that such a change gave the
Senate almost no power, "I don't
members
understand why
are here," she said. "If only FAC
people participate we are shutting
out a huge number of people."
Weir responded, "The FAC is a
representation of the Senate and the
Senate is representing the student
body." Senator Ray anne. Hawkins
'01 joined in the debate, saying "I
please see SGA,
page 2

tions. Plestina commented that "it
would have been better to have had
a change of power with a live election ... for institutionalizing democracy" and said she believed
that, had he lived, Tudjiman may
have been unable to win another
election.
Wooster student and Croatian
citizen Tomislav Cvjetkovic '00
agreed with Plestina, pointing out
that a change in leadership seemed
to have become a prerequisite for
Croatia's entry into the European
Union. "The door to the EU was

Lowry Late Night on Friday
will feature free bowling, billiards
and table tennis from 10 pm 2 am,
the Wooster Jazz Trio in Mom's
Truck Stop from 1 1 pm -- 1 am and
free refreshments from 1 1 pm 2
am.

-

-

Year 's

closed to Croatia jf we kept the
same party," he said.
Plestina told the Voice that one
of Racan's main goals will be to
return the country to a democratic
and parlimentary form of government. As president. Tudjiman kept
the power in his own hands and
treated his prime minister more as
a puppet than a figure of real power.
Plestina said. Racan hopes to restore the position of president to
one of "moral authority." she said.
please see PLESTINA.
page
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The ASS in assumption.
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Arts & Emektainmint
Mr. Ripley doesn't cut it.
Boring movie,
page 8

Sports

Features
Getting intimate with STDs.
Understanding the risks,
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The Gospel Choir Concert will be on Saturday in

Friday at 7:30 pm in Gault Recital
Hall and features oboist David
McGuire. Tickets not required.
The Martin Luther King Wor-

,

-

Vt

SGA loses five; discusses funding
James

-

McGaw at 3:30 pm.
The Saturday Film Series continues this weekend with "American
Pie" in Mateer at 8:30 pm. Cost is $1.
ACSLibrary Services will conTips and
duct training on il
Tricks' in Taylor 209 this Thursday at 4 pm.
"E-ma-

Basketball keeps on kicking...
NCAC showdown set for Saturday,
page 12

The "Applying to Live in a
Small House" meeting is Tues
day at 7 pm in Lean Lecture Hall.

"Paris is Burning" will show
in Mateer at 7:30 pm this Friday.
Garth Amundson will offer a
gallery talk in Ebert Art Center in
the Morgan Gallery on "objective
distortions" at 4:30 pm Thursday.
--
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Ryan Dansak

Hazing

Hygeia misses Beverly
--

.

-

iZtf.

,
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Campus Notes

Rvw D

EnnuK
Assori
Compounded with the emotional
void left by the death of Beverly
Woods, a College counseling position, which assisted about 35 to 40
students a week, remains vacant.
With the passing of Woods,
w

cause o:

,

ago ... the faculty voted to give EPC the power to decide the Academic
Calender. So, EPC voted for the change and implements it, and faculty
is informed of these things. Now, only if the faculty votes to take this
power away from EPC will the faculty be able to vote on the reading
'
day issue.
As journalism is a human process, there is a constant potential for
mistakes. Errors can he made at any step of the way: in news- gathering, editing, or printing. The Voice staff strives to avoid such
mistakes, hut when an error does occur, it is our policy to aamu u
and promptly cvtimrirr This spuie vximfunhut pivpuse.

report errors or register a complaint, please call the Voice office at
or email us at
or
on-camp-

(330)-263-25- 98

us

voicewooster.edu.

off-camp-us,

'

More Charter Business
Naomi Kresge

News Editor
Campus Council used its first
meeting of the year to approve the
charters for SGA, men's club volleyball and The College of Wooster
LINUX user's group. The Council
approved the SGA charter unamended, and the club volleyball
and LINUX user's group charters
passed after minor amendations in
wording.
The Council engaged in a brief
discussion of the appropriateness of
chartering an exclusively male volleyball team, but decided in favor
of the charter upon considering that
a parallel women's volleyball team
also exists.
In other business, the departure of

SGA

continued from page 1
don't think saying the senators
can't overrjde the FAC will solve anything."

After a lengthy discussion that
had other senators rolling their eyes

death

re-

in a

n s

i

unknown

In response to the Dec. 9 article on reading days, former SGA Vice
President of Academic Affairs Caitlin Pine "00 wrote:
While I applaud the Voic e's coverage of faculty actions, and I hope
there will be more in the future, I have one small correction to note in..;
the article. In Monday night's faculty meeting, the faculty was informed j
of EPC s change to the 2001-0- 2 reading day scneaute. several. years

To

hose

Julia Wilson '01
leaves an open council seat for this
semester. Wilson remains at home
due to medical reasons, and her absence, along w ith that of former Inter Greek Council delegate David
Lohr '01, also left the charter committee leaderless.
The council voted that Director of
Libraries Damon Hickey and council chair Jen Sorrells '01 take over as
chairs of the charter committee. SGA
will vote on a replacement for

pending
the au-

;t.-;V-

counseling staff, though, was being
orsanied even before the untimely
death of Woods, according to Dean
of Students Ken Plusquellec. He
stressed the new intern is not a replacement for Woods.
Instead. Plusquellec said, a nation v ide search will be held to find
a counse- -

lor who

official

Corrections

ext. 2598

s k
iv7

The College has revised its smoking policy. The policy now in effect prohibits smoking in all College buildings and vehicles, with the
exception of the Underground and student rooms in which all residents
are smokers. Supervisors have.been asked to make all employees aware
of the change.
A of the end of last semester, Matha Thornton is no longer the
Director of Housing. The College has eliminated the position of Director of Housing and is currently in the process of restructuring the Housing Department. Dave Wagner has taken over current housing respon
sibilities.

Ailisox Roger

search for replacement to occur

Nation-wid- e

The atmosphere at Hygeia is
precarious at best in the w ake

Woods' death ...

has experience in

of

the same
fields as
Woods.

T,h

e

topsy report, the College has only job description for the new position
e
counselor on campus stresses the need for background
one
,
Malmon-Bergwho, has. work primarily with black students
in Dr., Mike
..
been at Wooster since ."95.. Jan and other minoritiesr
Plusquellec said the search for a
Hamil, a counselor with the Colcounselor to fill the vacant position
lege since '83, works
Since Woods' death, Hamil has will begin shortly. "We hope to fill the
started working increased hours, position as soon as possible," he said.
The atmosphere at Hygeia is premaking her position virtually
Jennifer Dougall, a '93 Wooster carious at best in the wake of
graduate, started work yesterday as Woods death, according to
Malmon-Ber"Shaken is a good
a counseling intern for the College.
Dougall is presently enrolled in a way to describe t," he, said. "I fe- what this semester Is
master's program for community
n
V goi rigfoB? J ike. AiJ.
the University of ATcfori.,
$f
c
completely overwhelmed?"
"She will do pretty much everyHe also voiced his concern that
thing Hamil and I do," Malmon-Ber- g
said. Dougall will work 20 students who were counseled by
hours a week, 15 of which will be Woods would not feel comfortable
coming to the Student Health Cenin direct contact with students, acter. "I'll feel a lot better once the pocording to Malmon-Bersaid.
sition is filled," Malmon-Ber- g
College's
the
to
This addition
full-tim-

',

,

part-tim- e.

full-tim-

e.

g.

coun-sennjf-

at

ally-wonde-

r
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member-at-larg- e

New Publications Director
Ill

20

i

"iJ

Wilson's seat at next week's meeting.

The meeting ended with Sorrells
urging members to consider the issues of council effectiveness and
communication with SGA, both of
which are on the agenda for next
week's meeting.

;

Ntus i);oi.
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The annual hazing informational meeting will be held tomorrow evening in Mateer Auditorium. Three sessions will be con
ducted, one at 7 p.m.. 8 p.m. arii!
9 p.m.
In past years, these meetings took
on an air of fun and general en jo
ment. This year, however, the educational element will be increased
considerably. "This year's forma;
will be more practical and informative." Joe Gutowski, the assistant
director of student activities, saiti.
"Our goal is to further educate new
Greek hiembers, as well as actives,
on the boundaries of hazing."
This task is not as simple as it
may seem, though, due to the lack
of cjarityibout what constitutes unacceptable behavior. "What one individual may consider to be completely acceptable, may be something entirely different to another,"
Gutowski commented.
As a result of past incidents involving Greeks and rushing, the
Committee on Social Organizations
(CSO) felt it necessary to increase
tha s'eriousne'si of ibe;sssion. "I do

not'tKnTrjh'proble
I.s in a lack of fundamental

knowledge, but instead the abstract
qualities of what could possibly be
considered to be hazing," Gutowski
said.
He acknowledged some Greeks
may negatively perceive the
heightened sensitivity to their organizations' rush activities; how-

ever, he feels by increasing

awareness, perhaps negative incidents may be avoidable in the future.
Gutowski looks for the heightened sensitivity regarding hazing to
continue in the future because of
the important role it plays within
Greek life, as well as in college and
state regulations. "Many efforts are
being made to improve the Greek
community's education regarding
hazing," he said. "I see the changes
the College is making as quite beneficial."

1

Matsos Family Restaurant

the cvis1ne that

inspired Socrates J
10 off all CO.W. students and
faculty until the year 3000 AJJ.
...

photo by Amelia Kays

at the debate over semantics, the

two sides agreed to compromise,
settling on a change in the use of
the word "precedent" to "policy."
"We are doing our typical SGA
dance here ... arguing about molecules when we really have hips- -

The College has a new Director of Publications in Roger P. Collier.!
Collier replaces Rodney S. Williams, who retired after 45 years at the.
College. In addition to being a Rochester Institute of Technology gradu-- ;
of the;
ate and an Air Force veteran, Collier was previously
Collier Printing Company.

....

co-ow-

154 West

Liberty Sow

Wooster. Ohio 44691
(330)264-880-

0

ner

Grcai Desserts!
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Spies and Kenndy in the library

Allison Roger

iflJiitl

Assistant News Editor

An exhibit entitled "Selections
from the Christine Camp Archives:
Waldenside" is now on display in
the Special Collections department
of The College of Wooster Libraries.
Camp was a 95 graduate of the
College and spent much of her
life actively involved in
public service. The archives reflect
this service, and include
photographs, books, recordings and memorabilia.
1

Plestina
continued from page

fihmii

Plestina's goals as
first lady

i

1
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post-Woost- er
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scrap-book-
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Special Collections Curator
Denise Monbarren pointed out the
unique opportunity the archive's
presence at the College affords
those interested in doing research
about the time period. The Camp
collection is "a wonderful asset to
undergraduate research, especially
in a curriculum that emphasizes independent study," Monbarren said.
She pointed out that "most undergraduate students at other institutions
don't have the kinds of opportunities
to work with many of the primary resources that students have here."
Monbarren pointed out one of the
most interesting aspects of the
Camp archive is that it contains elements of Camp's life from her
years at Wooster onward. Memorabilia from Camp's Wooster years
is on display, including one of three
scrapbooks she compiled during

A

photo by Ben Spieldennf.r
selection of items from the Christine Camp exhibition.

her time at the College. Her senior
I.S. project, entided "Old and New

Diplomacy: The Congress of

Vienna and the Paris Peace Conference" is displayed alongside her
junior I.S., called "Palestine."
After graduating from the College in 1951 with a degree in political science. Camp worked as an
intelligence officer for the CIA, one
of the first women to do so. She was
later a member of the Washington
press corps before becoming involved in John F. Kennedy's presidential campaign.
Following the election in 1960,
Camp served in Kennedy's administration, working as an assistant to

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE

SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTODZBT.
Under the Army's
Ixan Repayment
program, you could get
out from under with a
th ree-yeenlistment
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by one!
ar

J third or $ 1,500, whichever amount is greater,
uptoa$k5,0001imiL
The offer applies to Perkins Ixans, Staf ford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default.
Arid debt relief is just one of the many benefits
youll earn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.
264-114-

6

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE!

.

..... ...

.www.goarmy.com

.

.

.v.v:.'

says also interferes with the return
of war refugees.

1

White House Press Secretary Pierre
Salinger. Many items in the collection are from this era, including a
handwritten note of thanks from
Jackie Kennedy for Camp's work on
the presidential campaign, photographs inscribed to Camp from Pierre
Salinger and John F. Kennedy and an
invitation to Kennedy's funeral.
The collection also boasts an
impressive assortment of books related to the Kennedy years, many
of which are inscribed to Camp
from the authors. The display fea
tures a copy of Arthur M.
Schlessinger Jr.'s "A Thousand
Days," an early analysis of the
Kennedy administration. The inscription reads, "For Chris Camp
in memory of the old days. With
M.
wishes,
best
Arthur
Schlessinger, Jr. 1965."
Camp's occupations in the
years were many and varied. She served as a press aide to
Lyndon Johnson's administration,
a foreign service reserve officer at
the State Department, a staff assistant at U.S. embassies in Afghanistan and India, the deputy director
for public affairs at the U.S. Agency
for International Development and
marketing director for the Ohio Department of Development. In 1990,
the College conferred the Distinguished Alumni Award upon Camp.
Camp died in 1994, and in the
spring of 1996, materials from her
archives began arriving in Wooster.
The entire archive is now part of
the permanent collection housed by
the Special Collections department,
and the exhibit reflects a small
sample of the items.
Those wishing to view the exhibit may do so by stopping by the
Special Collections department (located on LI of Andrews Library)
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday. The exhibit will be
on display through March 10.
post-Kenne-

dy

When asked about her feelings
about being the wife of the new
prime minister, Plestina said she
has had six to seven years of practice as the wife of a prominent
Croatian political figure. She said
that her new position is more "challenging" than frightening and
talked about her excitement about
having an opportunity to help establish democracy in her country.
Plestina cited her multicultural
background born in Croatia, she
first immigrated to Canada at the
age of seven with her parents and
has lived in many countries since
then and especially her experiences in the United States as helpful "in terms of example." She
called prevalent Croation expectations that people in high political
positions should be treated as "royalty from another age" absurd and

-

--

said that
those ex- -

Life between Croatia
and Wooster
Plestina and Racan have been
together for the past seven years
and married for the past six. The
two met in 1992 during Plestina's
research leave in Croatia. She interviewed him on the topic of democratization, and "one thing led
to another very quickly," she said.
Plestina had been making research trips there for years before
ever meeting Racan. and her teaching schedule still allows her to go
to Croatia over breaks. He also usually makes an average of two trips
a year to Wooster.
However, Plestina did say "it is
different now ... more complicated." She told the Voice she feels
"some sense of responsibility" both
to her country and to her husband.
She does want to be in Croatia more
after she finishes out this year at
Wooster, and she plans to try to pare
h e r

teaching
back to

pectations

" find this stuff endlessly
would
interesting ...I can t really
"change.'

if

I

'To create decide
he asks for advice
democracy fy merely give ity said
J
you need rLf ..
not only the
ruiuticns.

.

one

or

possible.
Plestina

Pustma.

Jjut

me-me-me--

de-mini-

ng

me

said

Croatians
have been shocked by both her decision to go back to Wooster and
continue her teaching career and to
keep her own name after marriage.
She says she hopes to illustrate a
different perspective on women's
roles "broadening that space a
little bit ... not so much by doing
anything per se as by leading my
,

you also need... a civil society,'
Plestina told the Voice. She emphasized the importance of a "civic
consciousness," an idea that
"society's not only about
... giving back in various
ways," she said.
Plestina also plans to use her new
position to help improve daily life
for people such as the mentally
challenged, those with blindness
and other current social outsiders.
She described existing aid organizations as tragically underfunded
and underrecognized and tells a
story of how one such organization
asked to be allowed to simply use
her name in a promotion. "My God.
if that helps, use it all you want!"
was her reaction.
Another project Plestina plans to
the
pursue is the effort at
country. An estimated one million
landmines remained at the end of
the last war, a problem not addressed by the previous administration.
Last year approximately 100
people died trying to farm their
field.4, a problem which Plestina

se-

mester a
year if

-

life."
Plestina says her decision to remain a political scientist provides
a basis for connection between her
and Racan. "Normal conversations" about his day lead to political discussion. "I find this stuff

end-

lessly interesting," Plestina says,
"even when he says 'I don't want
to talk about it.'" When asked if she
finds herself giving him advice, she
replied "I can't really decide if he
asks or if I merely give it."
Cvjetkovic was also positive
about his local connection to his
country's leadership. "1 can always
show off at home that I know the
prime minister's wife," he said.

Viewpoints

4
Housing., lets down returnees
With the recent changes in the structure of the Housing
Department, it is inevitable that some problems will arise.
We understand minor mistakes and mishaps as a result of
the departmental changes. Unfortunately, minor mistakes
have become major mistakes and the Housing Department
has been unable to accommodate people.
One only needs to look to Armington to find an example
were abroad
of problems., Twddentsr-brsrjTwholast semester, returned to campus this week to find only
one bed in their double. The two are close fllends, but
Housing is asking a little too much to expect them to share
a bed. When the students talked to Housing about one of
them moving into one of the four open rooms on theif
hall, and they were told they could not move.
Unfortunately this is not the only instance of students
returning from abroad and finding less than amiable housm

ing..

-

.

' "

.

Somehow, the less direct interaction the powers that be
,
have with students, the more students get screwed.
.

USA's obsession with Y2K
As the ball dropped in Tunes Square on New Year's Eve,
there were many people who held their breath and waited for
the end to come. But nothing happened. The world continued along the same path fe has for the past billion years or so.
Regardless, die fear of "Y2K" spread panic across the country, causing many to buy generators and stockpile food and
water.

As me world woke up in their homemade bombshelters on
Saturday morning, they realized that not only were they stul alive,
but their card was accepted in the MAC machines and no one
had attempted to blow up Seattle.
Thisrxanrlessparicbegsfe
cans see the world. Howaillousofustorjehevetheworidwas
going to end on OUR time. New Zealand and Australia saw the
millennium begin when it was merely dawn in New York City.
Did everyone really believe mass destruction was going to occur
on New York time?
So the weU4ryped millennium came and went, with few major changes. Hopefully it taught everyone a lesson about panic,
selfishness and world peace.
--
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Who put the

in ASSUME?

A-S- -S

in Ohio."

Stacey Lim

"Oh, you live in Ohio now."
N- - I
bp in Ohio,
Shedldn 1 takf m? swe' d
aye . Instead she pursued her
hef that I was from China but

I like to think we live in an en- lightened society where individu- - ,
als are treated equally and are ac- cepted without question as equal
peers. However, my
own experiences have The customery

"We're going to New York City
this weekend. Can you recommend
any good Chinese restaurants in
Chinatown?
Me? I had never been to New York
City! And much to my parents' dismay, I don't even
like Chinese food!

who was searching for piggy
Snm"grtemv! banks, looked at me and said, "In America

ously wrong about the We

world. For all the
progress we have

have piggy banks and put money in

ss

self-percepti-

on

Even though the
visitor seemed to ac-

knowledge that

I

was American, he
still used my
ethnicity to define
who I was, without thinking that
maybe I wouldn't know or care about
what Chinese restaurants existed. I
may be
but the
truth is I'd rather eat Italian food.
Assumptions made solely on appearance serve no purpose but to
alienate. Even when assumptions
are made in ignorance and innocence, they do give the impression
that the different races within the
country are unequal. From assumptions grow stereotypes and preconceived notions about

them."

made as a society, we
end up in the same place where we
started out and are just as blissfully
ignorant and unaware of the vast-neof our own American culture.
I rarely think of myself as an
AsianAmerican, but rather, as an
American. Unfortunately, my
is not always shared by
others. In extreme cases, I am even
treated as a foreigner, an alien to
American society.
For instance, I was at work one
day and was on the floor putting
away some items when I heard an
unexpected voice coming from the
other side of the register. I stood
up from my side of the counter and
because I had not heard the question. I said "Pardon me?"
The customer, who was searching for piggy banks, looked at me
and said, "In America we have
piggy banks and put money in
them."
I had several thoughts running
through my head at once. One was:
"How dare he assume that I'm not
an American because of my race?"
Second was: "How sad it is that
different races are seen by some as
outsiders because of their nationalities!"
Do we really stumble through life
ignorant despite the variety of
ethnicities that live in our neighborhoods, cities and country? Or have
we already ingrained in our minds
what a typical American is: someone who is Caucasian or
and people of other
ethnicities are not equal peers but
rather, outsiders.
There is an additional factor in
my experience. I am also hearing
impaired and my speech is not perfect. Although my hearing impairment is an important factor in my
life, it is not the way I define myself. I was talking to another customer and she suddenly asked me,
"Are you from China?"
I'm used to this question, having
been asked if I was from various
, Asian, countries since .1 was six
years old. I responded, "No. I live
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lived in Ohio. I said no, and her
reply was, "Oh, but you have an accent."
I replied that I was hearing impaired and she became extremely
flustered and apologized profusely.
After thinking about this particular
incident, I had to wonder if a Caucasian or an African American
would have faced a similar barrage
of questioning if his or her speech
was imperfect due to hearing loss
or a speech impediment.
I also thought to mydifferent
ethnic
self that I should not Assumptions
groups, however far
have to be used to these made SOlelv On
from the mark they
questions about my ori- actually are.
gins, it s sad to think appearance
Too often, our
that despite the reputa- - Serve no purpose
physical characteris
tion that America has of bllt tO alienate.
tics define who we
being the melting pot of
the world, the different races have are. It is as if we live in two worlds:
not fused together completely, and one where we view ourselves as we
minority groups are still considered truly are, with our ambitions, experiences and personalities, and another
foreign bodies in the mixture.
There is also an assumption that where perfect strangers presume that
I, being
have an we can be categorized based on
inherent knowledge of the Chinese physical appearance alone. Assumpculture. I'm tions are dangerous. People are not
or
usually asked if I know Chinese. I always what they seem. In order for
don'L This is the least of all the society to take a step forward withassumptions. When I was in high out taking a step back, we must
school, I was volunteering at broaden our views of other ethnicities
as members of a common culture.
Inventure Place, and someone approached me, a native Ohioanwith
Stacey Lim is the web adminisa desperate plea.
trator for The Wooster Voice.
Chinese-America- n,

Chinese-America-

Chinese-Americ-

n,

an

f

African-America- n,

In the four years I have known
Beverly, I have always known
her to be a gentle, caring and
thoughtful person. Even though

our meetings were infrequent
and fleeting, we shared a bond
usually shared by two best
,

friends.
I suspect many shared that

.

Svoods-cHeriisa-

Hall-Ogletr-

7

sadness at the thought that this
truly beautiful person is no
more.
She will be missed by many
but it is our actions, not words,
that will prove how much she
meant to us Among Beverly's
best qualities were compassion
and respect for others, and incorporating those qualities into
our lives will mean we truly remember her. '

g
bond with Beverly,
friends and new alike, which to
me represents the essence that
was Beverly
corneous atc :i.
shock to me and fills me with L '
life-lon-

.
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Apocalypse later
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formance, and I can assure you that
these extravaganzas routinely set
back the progress made by modern
artists each time one such spectacular is held.

Ale Reed
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For Sale:
One Millennium Dome
2000. Lycra pastel costumes
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This all leads to one question that
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twenty-foot-hig-

outfit ....
may seem far more important than
After midnight on January 1st, the others: if I was so bothered and
2000, a great many people found bewildered by this, why didn't I just
themselves thinking, "That's it? shut off the TV? I should have been
That was all?" Maybe some people able to with tremendous ease, as I
realized that things don't happen watch maybe an hour of television
unless you make them happen for per month otherwise, but somehow I
was waiting to see how dreadful and
yourself.
Instead of bringing in the year undesirable the experience could bethat, and figuring there were
2000 with an orgiastic exposition come
of alcoholic debauchery, I sat in at that point still several cities that
could blow up.
sobriety, baffled by the alleged
But this reflects the amajng huwonders bestowed upon me by my
family's television. Though I in no man characteristic that many people.
way Support the. mass destruction when offered the chance to go for a
. of human life,.! do admit to having walk, build something or participate
in activity beneficial to one's self or
felt let .down on some level when
not one world city combusted into surroundings, instinctively put it off.
the cold night sRy, never again to Conversely, when I announce to m
be the same. Yet still, my heart was
friends that the unidentified fuzy
blue contents of a Tuppcrware construck with horror: as midnight
rolled around in London, England, tainer, ripe in the dorm's fridge for
I was subjected to a spectacle that weeks, are the Single Grossest And
has surely cut several years off my Nastiest Thing I Have Ever Seen,
they all come running as if chased
life.
by0 uge" Souflh Vcr'njionejjall,
Jn. London s Millennium Rorpe
the wonderful
triumph Indiana Jones style.
The unfortunate combination of
of architecture, built to stand the
test of time like no other structure our being drawn to the unusual with
our laziness results in observing the
on Earth ever has, some sort of celremarkable, or often not so remarkebration was held that featured decent citizens dressed as peacocks able around us while it doesn't even
running in mysterious patterns, occur to us that we could be creatsuggesting a feeding frenzy of ing the remarkable ourselves, be it
starved poultry. At the center of the in the form of outstanding
athleticism, feminist interpretations
circular dashing, the cameras foor- . of Shel Sil verstein, or choreographcused on three
though somehow
phan, moving in brotherhood to ing
trite rituals to usher in the English
the inspiring din of a British imitanew millennium (which technically
tion of Yanni.
High above, on the trapeze and doesn't even happen for another
suspended by unseen wires, one year, but that's a different matter alcould see an insect mating ritual as together).
Admittedly, I did shut off the
acted out by acrobats in what must
dollar television eventually, just as one
have been
who stares excitedly at the Single
costumes, rigged together with resilient fiberglass framework not Grossest And Nastiest Thing I Have
Ever Seen from the fridge but who,
unlike a winter camping tent
having seen enough, throws it out
All of this begged a few quesThe holidays are over, and the
tions. What did this nonsensical
winter seems finally to be coming.-- I
d
chaos mean? Was it supmyself may not enchant the world
posed to reflect our lives at the cusp
of the 21st century? Who would with some great marvel (amidst my
two junior I.S.s) until spring break,
participate in such a ridiculous disbut I'd like to think that recognizplay of faux art? What sort of person comes up with these things? ing the problem is the first step toWhat sort of people approve these ward solving it; while for many this
ordeals? Who the hell funds this time of year is a doldrum of ennui,
meaningless and uninspired tripe? realize that rather than a dull and
And wasn't this eerily similar to the dreary spell, it is merely ne still
closing ceremonies of the Winter awaiting the remarkable.
Olympics a few years back? Alex Reed is a guest columnist
I myself have dabbled a fair share
'
iart
for The Wooster Vbjce
perand
gardemusic'
uvavant
,
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Bringing Wooster up to speed

cd,; Tdehc.then u' necessary training at othe schools.
iiL . Writer IDaPPWWfJthatsame
DavtitLohr' "im!mmi
WiHrarnsand
day, to
Bates Colleges, other small liberal
Let me preface this article by say
purchase a meal at the snack bar.
'Why-ot-'here?'BGt-

.

.
.
.

1

.

,
.

ing that I like The College of
Woosterand I'm glad I chose to
come here over the other schools
where I was accepted. But right
now, I intend to complain about the
things I don't like and hope some-- j
one with some power to effect
change, the adniinistratiqn for, example, notices" I doubt thy.will,
since it seems the powers that be
rarely take the students' wants (not
to be confused with needs) into
consideration. I spent some time
over winter break visiting friends at
other schools and looking at the

eled after Pomona, but why can't we
make a small change like this, which
would make students' lives so much
more convenient?
Cable television. Lots of other

--

con--

vahie-of-tha- t

clevWooster students

change the students
really care about...

:

veniences at other schools that improved the overall quality of student
life on those campuses. If Wooster
were to make a few changes, it would
help attract and retain quality students, the goal of any institution of
higher learning. And don't send in
letters to the editor
any pissed-of- f
accusing me of whining, because I
openly admit that I am. A dinner at Lowry Center costs
$7.50. At other schools, such as
Williams College and Pomona College, they have a flexible point system. Basically, if a student misses
a meal for whatever reason,
whether he or she was in the middle
of a paper or napping, the dollar
meaM credited to bis
1

have asked for cable for years. It's a
small change that would make students happy. We've been told we
can't because we're waiting for this
new technology and that new upgrade to whatever. But other schools
manage to do it without the latest
technology. Why can't we?
Registration. What's the problem here? Other schools do it on a

computer, or over the Internet
We're the only school to have such
an archaic system. People get shut
out of classes they need or want all
the time. The registrar's office had
a bunch of problems with the new
computer system, causing errors in
people's transcripts and registration
umbers.- .Employee receive- ,tthe

--

-

tem?
Campus entertainment. It was
great having Rusted Root here last
year. Now the tour guides can stop
' telling people how They Might Be
Giants 'Came and played five years
ago. Bates College, on the other
. hand, has had the Dave Matthews
Band, Live, Blues Traveler and the
Indigo Girls play on campus in recent years. Why can't we?
None of these are new concerns.
Students have complained about
them in the past and will most likely
continue to complain about them in
the future. None are large issues.
However, they all fall under one
the College isn't
large problem
listening to the students. Does the
College not have enough money?
Are our alumni too stingy? Put one
less marble pillar on a new building and make a change the students
really care about, a change that
would actually make a difference
in our lives. Students here get all
sorts of excuses as to why things
can't be done, but never any sug- gestions as to how things can be
done.
David Lohr is the Features
j . Editor of The Wooster Voice. .
)
'yfixcrtu: .uu . j.'
'iJ
.

'Put one less marble ''
pillar on a new
building and make a

websites of colleges similar to
Wooster. I noticed a lot of little

all-purpo-

arts schools like Wooster, have online
registration for courses. They're liv-in- g
in the same millennium as we are.
So why don't we have such a sys-

Wooster attempted to make drastic changes to the Greek system mod-

schools have
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Persuasion as a profession
Communication professor can read between the lines
David Lohr

Students on campus fast to show
compassion for Vietnamese

Features Editor

While the classic excuses, "My
dog ate my homework," or "I had
printing problems," may have
worked in high school, they just
don't cut it in college. It is often
difficult to persuade a professor to
extend a deadline, and this is especially true when the professor is
Denise Bostdorff an associate professor of communication and an expert in persuasion.
Bostdorff grew up on a farm just
north of Bowling Green, Ohio,
where her family grew soybeans
and com and raised pigs and steers,
along with an assortment of cats,
dogs and a goat.
Her interest in communication
and persuasion began when she was
a child. While many children were
busy in competitions for the largest hog or plumpest pumpkin,
Bostdorff competed in public
speaking contests sponsored by the
club. Bostdorff said her
local
father also sparked her interest in
language. "He used to 'torment' me
with word games in everyday conversation from the time I was very
small," she said. "For example, if
I told him I was going to do something 'tomorrow' he would argue
with me that 'tomorrow never
comes' because by the time tomorrow arrives it has turned into 'today.'"
After earning a B.S. at Bowling
Green in 1982 and an M.A. at Illinois in 1983, Bostdorff earned her

Ph.D.
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I'm stationed in Cholon, the

r

',
W

Chinese district of Saigon, and
it is fairly quiet around here. I although the French influence is
have an office job and live in a still fairly evident.
hotel. There is scattered gunTom Daly
fire around the city Jate at night
but nothing serious. ' An occaTo the Editor:
sional bomb and a lot of flares.
Most of the action in Saigon is
My stomach was achingly
at Tan Son Nhut Air Force Base-oempty as I walked across the
the edge of the city up tocampus to get the car. But I was
wards Long Bihn.
d
not"
and I was not
They keep telling us that Vic
tor
v. Charley is A
. .
U
rrur air.; 1 was
ne
viiiiy
too battered to
even warmer
mount another Started the.people Have
in
hen 1
major offense migrated to SoigOlt from
8?
and
car
sat
the
.
.
.
they.
did
like

1

J
.

-

n

bare-foote-
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cism, "you deliver a speech that
analyzes another speech, so foren-sic- s
was how I discovered that rhetorical criticism even existed and
decided to take a class in it,"
In the extempoBostdorff said.
raneous speaking event, participants are given a half an hour to
prepare a brief speech about current events. This furthered her interest in politics, which had been
sparked during a summer exchange
program in which Bostdorff trav- eled all over Europe.
--

.

.

.

-
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me countrysiae to escape

photo by Amelia Kays r
Professor Denise M. Bostdorff works in her office in Wishart Hall.

Despite this, Bostdorff said, "I
never considered becoming a politician .. .1 also discovered, early on,
that what I really enjoyed was
teaching ...My current profession
lets me spend a lot of time doing
two things that I love: analyzing
political rhetoric and teaching stu- dents."

love teaching and
worki with students 0ne-oone, especially when you see
students suddenly achieve ...a
in
evei
0f accomplishment
.
.
.
. .
temporaneous
not
""Ve
speaking and their work that
rhetorical criti- - seemed possible to them
cism events, in before, " said Bostdorff.
rhetorical criti-

Editor

To the

"j truly

...

all women over 1 8 have venereal disease). Dope is very easy
to get, and very cheap. You see
kids about six years old selling
pornographic snapshots on the
streets everywhere you go.
I have an overwhelming feeling that U.S. occupation of the
country causes this to flourish,

Editors Note: The following letter was sent by former Wooster
student Tom Daly, who is currently stationed in Vietnam.

4-- H

Purdue in 1987.
While at Bowl- ing Green, she
competed on the
individual events
team, m the ex- -

Life in Saigon

69-7- 0:

n-

The

op-

portunity to
interact with
students is

one of the
things that

drew

Bostdorff to

Wo o s t e r
from Purdue

University,

where she had received tenure as
an Associate Professor. "I always
saw a good bit of the problem there
as being that a lot of the faculty had
no connections to the community
around them or other interests ..."
Bostdorff said. "I also had a yearning to be at a smaller place where I
would really get to know the undergraduate students and have the
opportunity to see them grow ... I
truly love teaching and working
espe- with students
cially when you see students sud- one-on-on-

e,

denly achieve ... a level of accomplishment in their work that may not have
seemed possible to mem before."

Bostdorff is frequently interview
by local newspapers to provide her
opinion on political matters, as her
main interest is presidential rhetoric. With the presidential elections
just under a year away, campaign
ads are starting to appear on television again. "The difference between propaganda and rhetoric is
often in the eye of the beholder,"
Bostdorff said, "but people do need
to pay attention to what candidates
say and what they don't say."
Whether one views the ads as political rhetoric or flat out propaganda, it is important to filter 'out
the hard facts before voting for a
candidate. "The past record of a
candidate may indicate how the
candidate tends to behave," she
said. "Candidates rhetoric may
also reveal other important information: their belief structure or ideology, their assumptions, their attitude toward power, their values and
their self image. The issues that
candidates choose to focus on and
the way they define those issues
may also influence the way in
which an issue is discussed and resolved later."
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Oriental-Ne-

Year,

comfortabiv
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early
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singulation

suspect that's

the
of the city.

COUSed

experiencing

fc
people
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of

Vietnam while driving down the
main street of Wooster.
I was fasting. And so were a
lot of other concerned Wooster
students.,; We sat around and

a false reassurance. We'll know
soon, though. .
This city is disgusting. The

people live in filth while the
GPs live in luxury. You see
little; kids shitting on the:side; , talked about it a lot. I didn't
walks at crowded intersections. worry too much when one of
them felt weak or sick because
There are 400,000 motor vehicles (mostly 50cc Hondas) you can get anything you want
in Lowry Cafeteria.
and 1.5 million people crammed
besides makThis
into a city designed by the
French to hold half a million ing a person hungry, forces him
to know himself and his feelings
residents.
Pollution is much worse than better. It also enhanced a sense
NYC or Philadelphia. All the of communication and community among those who were fasttrees are dying and the buildings
are covered with an ugly black ing. We were all sadly sufferfilm from the exhaust fumes. ing together.
I tried to communicate the
Apparently since the war started
the people have migrated to reasons for and the importance
Saigon from the countryside to of the fast and this suffering to
escape guerilla terrorism and a junior high tutoree and her flat
this has caused the strangulation
retort was "What's it doing for
anybody?" ' I did the same with
of the city.
Saigon is extremely corrupt. a small boy at the Children's
The black market, which is Home, who promptly informed
mostly goods from the Army all his friends, "Today, he's sad."
PXs, is very open and evident
Sure, I'll be able to live more
everywhere. The estimate of of a life of peace "with others
20,000 prostitutes by Newsweek now, but not with myself.
Magazine is a gross understatement (supposedly 56 percent of
Bill Brook
.

;

self-deni- al,

ThurQAMMy
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STDs Part 1: Talking intimately about intimacy
Crabs, herpes, syphilis and more: the truth about sexually transmitted diseases on campus
Ryan Dansak

Associate Editor

Crabs, herpes, syphilis all from
a little kiss? "Certainly not!" we say
to ourselves. Though these sexually
transmitted diseases (STDs), so far,
have not been observed to be contagious through kissing, modern
sexual trends such as oral sex now
facilitate the spread of some of
these diseases.
STDs are defined as infections

aquired through
sexual contact. The
most common on

college campuses
usually include

ing oral sex.'
While all age groups experience
STDs, adolescents age 13 to 17 and
young adults age 18 to 24 account
for the largest proportion of reported cases, according to the Ohio
Department of Health (ODH). This,
according to the ODH, is because
adolescents and young adults are
more likely to have multiple sexual
partners.
The three major STDs tracked by
the ODH are gonorrhea, chlamydia
and syphilis. Fi- yourself nal tallies for

"Thinking for
what you want for

1999 are not

Persons Living with HIVAIDS in Ohio
:

Data Reported through March 31, 1999
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fin-

ished, but statisyourself. Knowing
tics from 1998
chlamydia, genital what you want your
show Wayne
herpes and genital sexual practices to be
county had 13
cases of gonorwarts, according to
don 't
flm wfjat you
rhea, 39 cases of
the American Col- , .
them to be," saul chlamydia and
lege Health Asso- no cases of
Anderson.
ciation.
syphilis. These
Contrary
to
popular belief that STDs can only statistics include reported cases
from the College,
be transmitted through intercourse,
it is possible to acquire an STD
At the College during the '98-'9- 9
- school year, Anderson said 20 stu- through oral sex. , .
ddMKwe'flt o meSradehrHealth
more commonly known as a cold Center for general STDs, 10 for
sore, can be spread to the genital
genital herpes and four for chlamyarea through fellatio and cunnilin- - dia. Those numbers were consistent
gus, according to Student Health with statistics from the '97-'9- 8
school year and Anderson said she
Center Director Nancy Anderson.
expects the statistics for this year
Doctors used to delineate beto be similar.
tween herpes simplex one and her"We don't have any higher incipes simplex two. Now, Anderson
said, "because of our practices of dence than anyone else," Anderson
said, rf anything, she said, The Coloral sex, it doesn't matter. Doctors
seldom determine whether it's one lege of Wooster has a lower numor two anymore because you can ber of reported STDs than other
still get the same outbreak and the colleges and universities.
She was quick to add there are
same symptoms whether it be one
or two because you can spread the individuals on campus who do have
virus from a cold sore by practic- - STDs and it is necessary to take
.

individual?
Are you a fantastic, carbon-base- d
Do you feel that you are a
learner?
Enjoy working with computers?
self-motivate-

d

Apply to be a consultant at ACS!!

Cases whose residence at diagnosis was a correctional
A

county by county representation of AIDSHIV cases in the Stale of Ohio

precautions. There is no way to
have safe sex, Anderson said. "You
can't say that condoms or anything
it makes
like that makes sex safe
sex safer," she said. "The biggest
practice to prevent STDs is com-

munication,"

Anderson said.

"Thinking for yourself what you
want for yourself. Knowing what

1

1

(. i

you want your sexual practices to
be and what you don't want them
to be. And knowing that before you

allow something else make that
decision for you, whether it be alcohol, other drugs or another person. "These are my limits I want to
work within them.'" Also, Anderson advised students to, "use what

"non-consiste-

nt

not everyone reports cases of STDs.
Some people are not honest with
their sexual partners about STDs.
"You can't make someone tell you

who their partner is," she said.
"They are a menace to society
in a sense," she said. Wayne
County Health Department informs partners of individuals with
STDs to assure the disease is not
spread.
Anderson said that people with
STDs are often unjustly stereotyped
as "bad people.'' She added that all
STDs are treatable to some extent
and it is possible to live a normal
life both socially and sexually.

Recycling probes campus
Looking for ideas to make Wooster more
Ryan Dansak

Associate Editor

Most everyone has noticed the
bins on their halls
signifying a recycling container,
but Martha Alarie, director of recycling at the College, has taken
simple recycling a step further.
At the start of this semester, the
Environmental Task Force (ETF) at
the College is announcing a contest open to all current students. The
blindingly-blu- e

"Greening of The College of

at x2234for
more information. Or, submit a resume and
cover letter to Phil Harriman, Director of
Academic Computing

Please contact Student Employment

laciMy ara excluded trom county numbers.

safer methods are out there such as
condoms, and not to rely on oral
contraceptives alone."
Anderson said she felt individuals made a concerted effort to practice safer sex, but their biggest
downfall is
usage
people trying to use (contraceptives but they have difficulty being consistent."
The Student Health Center offers
testing for all major STDs, including a new saliva HIV test. Students
no longer need to have blotxl drawn
in order to test for HIV. The center
also provides treatment for most
STDs and can facilitate treatment
for HIV.
A spokesperson for Wayne
County Health Department said the
biggest problem with the statistics
gathered by local agencies is that

Wooster" contest will run from the
start of spring semester until Feb.
29.

The contest asks students to write
an essay stating their opinion of the
environmental efforts of the College Do th$y. see Wooster as a

"green" campus? The essay then
asks the students to offer their opinions on how to improve recycling
and ultimately the environment at
Wooster.

Winners of the essay contest will
receive a presently undetermined
monetary prize.
The idea for the contest came
from ETF student representative
Kate Thomas '02. "We were struggling with how best to serve the
College as a committee and an essay contest seemed like the best
way to find out what the students
wanted to see COW accomplish in
the area of environmentalism,"
Thomas said.
The winners will be announced
April 21 in conjunction with the
second annual Earth Fair.

earth-friend-

ly

Information about the contest can
be found in a number of posters
around the campus located in
Lowry and Kauke.
Students can also pick up information at Lowry Front Desk.
Alarie has placed several books
on reserve at the library to help student who may be interested, but not

knowledgeable about campus ecology-All

contest entries should be between 500 and 700 words with
sources cited. The entries should
have the student's name, box number and extension on them and be
submitted to Martha Alarie, box
3136. by Feb. 29.
The suggestions from all entries
will be forwarded to the administration for consideration.

Lively Arts
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New live album not up to old standards
Luke Lidhi:rc.
Eoiior-i-Chi-

Never before has

a

hand done so

little with so much.
This is the story of Guns n"
Roses, the band from Hollywood
thai broke all the rules to compile
a hat was one of the greatest rock
and roll albums of the past 15 years
m "Appetite f'or Destruction." Un-- .
fortunately, after five alliums, only
four of which were actually worth
e
listening to. the band imploded
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un-th-

weight of the egos of

'ontmen

Al
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Rose. a. ho is a notorious icrk. and guitarist Slash.
'
Rove, with the addition
new
musicians from the
v.crai
r cs in' Vine Inch Nails and Jane's
.viKtii'ii. :i.is reformed the band.
!'!uiciuHisi
themselves
;i's n Ross despite the fact that
'..-sremains the oni holdover
Titin me classic original line-u.-ce-
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included Slash. Duff
McKagan. Di.y Reed. I.zy

t'm'ff o Guns

legitimacy Rose has left.
It's appropriate then that Guns n'

A two disc set, the album hits all
Roses (or their moneymaking manthe high points of the band's career,
agement chose to release "Guns n"
around from their vulgar beginnings to their
Roses : Live Era
the same time as. AxL and. hisxo-"hort- s even more vulgar later career.
screw with trie legacy bf wnat '"' 'Almost' all ofthe tractcs'from ne
original classic "Appetite for Dewas once a great band. The compilation is a solid live collection that struction" are included, from the
reminds any GNR fan just how raucous "Nightrain" to the cutting
good the band was and how much edge "Paradise City" and the drastically underrated "Mr. Brownstone."
they threw away.

it

a

i

Stradlin and Steven Adler.
Their new single. "Oh My God."
can be found on the soundtrack of
the new Schwarzenegger film "End
of Days" and should be avoided at
all costs; A cross between had Korn
(well, what isn't bad by Korn) and
worse Kid Rock (insert joke here),
the song pretty much destroys any

n ' Roses : Live

Era
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to go to Italy and bring Dickie home

A&EEdetoh'

so he can learn the family business.
Upon his arrival, Ripley meets
fellow American Meredith Logue
(Cate Blanchett), and introduces
himself as Dickie Greenleaf, one of
the foreshadowing moments of the
film. Ripley then "accidentally"
encounters Dickie in southern Italy,
and convinces him they attended
Princeton together. He quickly be-

"How far would you go to become someone else?"
Along with this tagline, the advertisements for "The Talented Mr.
Ripley" promise over two hours of
suspense, mystery and intrigue.
What director Anthony Minghella
has delivered instead is about 30
comes attached to Dickie and
minutes of the type of movie portrayed in the trailer, and another
Dickie's girlfriend Marge
(Gwyneth Paltrow), and begins to
109 minutes of Matt Damon being,
enjoy the life of the rich and lazy.
well, random.
This is where the movie begins
"The Talented Mr. Ripley" starts
off on a promising note, but quickly to slow down, as the audience waits
for something to happen. Dickie
fades to boredom.
Matt Damon plays Tom Ripley, soon begins to tire of Ripley, and
distances himself. Angered by
a washroom attendant in the 1950s
who sits in for a Princeton friend Dickie's change in attitude, Ripley
at a piano performance. Ripley is goes to the extreme, and the movie
questioned at the recital about hits its peak in a boat scene involvPrinceton, and the lies begin. After ing Ripley and Dickie.
At this point, about 45 minutes
convincing shipping mogul Herbert
into the movie, things start to get
Greenleaf that he was acquainted
withGreenleaf'ssonpickie (Jude f 4weifd. AjSeries of events leads the
Law), Greenleaf offers Tom $ 1 ,000 audience t6 wonder how Riple is

FREE!

--

10 p.m. - 2 a.m.

Wooster Jazz Trio
.Mom's

'

11 P.M. - 1 A.M.

Refreshments
Lower Promenade
;

11 p.m. -

2 A.M.

ALL FREE!

Saturday
January 22
VSaturday Film
Series

hip-ho-

Do you like Art or

Music?
Enjoy critiquing
films or cds?

Mediterranen, showcasing the posh
lifestyle of the hopelessly rich.
Another of the film's successes is
the costume choice, which gives the
movie not only a 1950s feel, but
also a glimpse of the benefits of
high society. Just watching the film
makes you want to go to Italy and
be able to live a life of luxury supported by a generous trust fund.
Though the movie has a few notable scenes, its many gaps and

This may be the

place for you!

Ifyou are
interested in
writing for
A & E, call Molly

downtimes may cause some to
quickly lose interest. Perhaps if

Cate
,

you go to an early show it is easier
to stay attentive, but there is still
that constant hope of more action.
You'll most likely spend the entire movie waiting for something to
happen, and realize those some-- :
things are few and far between.

o

tt-vz-- i
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p.m.

$1.00

of the Italian coast and the

washroom attendant to American
socialite. He plays Ripley well,
with an eerie quality and an amazing talent for impersonation.
Law stands out as Dickie, and
does not receive enough praise for
his womanizing, debonair character. Minghella uses Paltrow well
as a pivot point for Damon and
Law, as well as showcasing her tal-

atX4327
iT
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"American Pie"

Mateer, 8:30

up here and there in the movie, and
is necessary to the plot as a whole.
Minghella chose beautiful locations for the film, setting the action
in Rome, Venice and Southern Italy.
The movie includes sweeping shots

the transformation from plain

Blanchett, fresh from her portrayal
of Queen Elizabeth in last year's
Oscar nominated "Elizabeth," pops'

Lowry Late Night
Bowling, Billiards
and Table Tennis

V

sim-pl-

able to pull off many of the'things
he does. As the movie rolls downhill into the final scene, the audience remains baffled at the randomness of it all. The end of the movie
is well constructed, but leaves the
audience with many unanswered
questions.
What is evident in this film is the
range of talent found among the
cast members. Damon reportedly
had to bulk up for the movie, which
is evident as his character makes

ent for the dramatic.

Friday Film Series

"Paris is Burning"
Mateer, 7:30 p.m.

Ripley full of talent, but lacks suspense
Molly McKinney

Friday

January 21

some fallen roadies and backup
musicians.
Who they should have dedicated
it to was the memory of a band who
once had the power to keep rock
y
b and roll on top, who once were
the best thing going, who had
the power to stave off Kid Rock,
p
and keep rock
Korn and
alive. They were called Guns n'
Roses and they threw it all away, including the future of rock and roll.

)

"87-'93-

SAB

released as a single they could actually call a hit. It's here you see the
inherent power of Guns n' Roses:
Rose s, at times, daringly original
songs, performed by hat used to be
the most talented band around.
On the" album's 'insert. Rose' and
o ' ;anv (T'muessine that the band
didn't compile this album together
since they all hate each other) dedicate the album to the memory of

'

--

e

This Week With

Listening to Axl's wavering vocals. Slash's wailing solos and the
explosiveness of the rest of the band
remind anyone of the power of that
original release. Even Rose's intro to
"Welcome to the Jungle," which he
signals with a screech of "Wake Up,
time to die..." is classic GNR.
Also on the collection are takes
from the "Use Your Illusion" years,
including "You Could Be Mine"
and the seminal "November Rain."
The treat of the album, however,
has to be the fantastic version of
"Estranged." the final song the band

r

ef
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'Tine of Gold'' created at Wooster
Molly McKinney & Dare Batke
Voice Staff

case its superior music department
and is a fabulous recruiting tool for
the College.
After the hype of the millennium
The objective of the group is to
combine percussive playing ability
burnt out and winter break quickly
came to a close, the student body
with a marching drill, having the
found its way back to campus, anend product resemble a theatrical
ticipating the beginning to a great
presentation. The group is required
new semester. While many stuto develop a theme
and to carry that
dents looked forward to seeing
theme throughout its
missed friends, and others were
big
be nice to win
eager to hit the books, an entirely
entire performance.
competitions on our
year out," While the theme for
different group of students were
Young
'02.
De
Andy
member
stated
ready to walk to the beat of a difthis year has not
been decided, it will
to
ferent drum, so to speak.
more
important
it's
"However,
most likely reflect
For the first time in its history,
we can
up as
snow
e
the three
The College of Wooster has its
Qur very best
pieces the group has
own competitive
winter
chosen and written
drumline, entitled "The Line of
Gold." The newly organized
from February through April its performance around.
"The Line of Gold" is directed
drumline is composed of against other drumlines in high
students from a variety of campus school gymnasiums around the by percussion instructor Tom Fries.
activities who play instruments state of Ohio. These other Because Fries is helping the orgaranging from the snare drum to drumlines range from high school nization on his personal time, many
groups to near professional college of the rehearsals are run by two
tympani. It is a separate organizaWooster students: Doug Huston '01
organizations. This gives the Coltion from the Marching Band, Symlege a great opportunity to show- - and Daren Batke '02. Both are
phonic Band and the Percussion
members of the Scot Marching and
Symphonic bands. With the help
Beginmng
of these two students, along with
Fries' direction, the group is on its
way to a successful and intense first
season.
"It'd be nice to win big at all of
our competitions on our first year
out," stated member Andy
De Young '02. "However, it's more
(1 2:40) 4:00, 7: 1 5, 1 0:05
Play It to the Bone (R)
important to put up as solid a show
as we can and just do our very
(12:15) 3:45, 7:00, 10:15
The HurricaneR)
best," he added. "The Line of Gold"
(12:25), 3:40
Anna and the King (PG-1rehearses Tuesdays and Thursdays

:1.

Ensemble. It is funded separately
through the Student Government
Association and by fundraisers held
by the members.
One factor that distinguishes this
group from others is its competitive nature. "The Line of Gold"
competes almost every weekend

r"

at all of our
first

"It'd

put

a

andjmtdo

17-mem-

1

-
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jazz-styl-
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Friday at

Cinemark

Movies 10

PHOTO BY BhN SfMFI DKNNKR

Kevin Himes '00 and Steve Baughman '01 rehearse on "The Line

in Scheide Music Center. Saturday
Feb. 5 in Columbus will mark the
group's first competition. If all goes
well, the drumline hopes to put on

ajjerfonrcajicejahC

3)

Any Given Sunday (R)
Bicentennial Man (PG)
Deuce Bigalow
: Male Gigolo(R)
Galaxy Quest (PG)
The Green Mile (R)
Stuart Little (PG)
Supernova (PG-1The Talented
Mr. Ripley (R)
Toy Story 2(G)
3)

.

(12:00) 4:05, 7:45
10:00

Wooster This Week:
Gospel Concert
Saturday, January 22
McGaw Chapel, 2 p.m.

(12:45)3:50,7:10, 10:20
(2:20)5:05, 7:35, 11:55

Brian Dykstra, Piano
Saturday, January 22
Gault Recital Hall, 7:30
p.m.

Shows Saturday and Sunday only
Sorry, no passes.
The 3:40 showing of Anna and the King is Monday - Friday
only
Coming Jan. 28 : Eye of the Beholder
(

Faculty Recital

Jeffrey Lindberg, Music
Director
Presents

"A Concert In One Movement"
featuring David McGuire, Oboist
Mozart - Symphony No. 39, Mvt. I
Program:
Elgar - Serenade for Strings, Mvt. II
Schubert - Symphony No. 5, Mvt. II
Haydn - Symphony No. 101 ("Clock"),
Mvt. IV
Marcello - Concerto in C minor for
Oboe and String orchestra
Friday, January 21

)

For complete listings any time, call

345-875- 5.

Gallery Talk
Garth Admundson :
"Objective Distortions"
Thursday, January 27
Morgan Gallery, Ebert
i

--

.v.;..4:3Q.pWk.

April. For further information on the
newly formed "Line of Gold," or if
you are interested in becoming a
member, contact either Huston at ext
4343 or Batke at ext. 31 35

Wooster Symphony
Chamber Orchestra

Other Events At

4:45, 7:05, 9:30
(12:10, 2:40) 5:10, 7:40, 10:101
(12:05) 3:55, 7:55
(12:20, 2:30) 4:40, 7:25, 9:40
(12:30, 2:45) 5:00, 7:30, 9:50

of Gold"

7:30 p.m.
Gault Recital Hall
.
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Wooster Sports Briefs Scots win
continued from page
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Men 's Basketball

back, scored his only basket of
the game with 5 seconds left to put
Wooster on top.
First years Ryan Snyder and
Bryan Nelson led the Scots with 14
points apiece, followed by classmate Smith, who had 12. The victory pushed the Scots record to 12-0
in the NCAC.
Wooster looked to extend their
winning spree when they traveled
to Hiram last night to face the Terriers again. Coach Moore anticipated a "tough
game. Moore said, "Hiram will
present a challenge. They will be
a much different team in their own
gym."
Moore proved prophetic, as the
game was a close matchup. The
Terriers jumped out to an early lead
9
and led
late in the half.
Wooster chipped the lead to one at
intermission.
Afterwards, the Scots recovered
and pulled away to win
Nelson had the best night of his
young career, scoring 26 points on
12 of 13 shooting from the field. It
was the highest scoring effort by a
first year in 24 years.
Overshadowed by Nelson's performance was a special milestone
for Ellenwood. His 10 points made
him the 23rd player in school history to surpass the 1,000 point plateau.
Thompson continued to play his
way back into shape, scoring 15
points, and Gaubatz poured in 1
The balanced attack moved the
Scots to 13-n
The victory sets the stage for a
showdown this weekend.
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--

Wooster 58, Huntington 54
Kalamazoo 62, Wooster 54
Wooster 103, Hiram 75
Wooster 61, Hanover 58
Wooster 100, Denison 73 .
Wooster 87, Kenyon 68
Wooster 79, Wabash 74
Wooster 8 , Hiram 65
13--

2,

.

4-1- 1,

NCAC

NCAC
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7-- 0

1--
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Men Swimming and Diving
ys

Wooster 145, Baldwin-Walla89
Wooster 145, Oberlin 59
Case Western Reserve 116, Wooster 88
ce

Women ys Swimming
Jan. 14:
Jan. 15:

-

and Diving

,
Wooster 177, Baldwin-Wallac- e
66
Wooster 160, Oberlin 57
Wooster152, Case Western Reserve 67

1 .

2,

National Sports Briefs
The College of Wooster hazing scandal last year cost the school
the services of a couple baseball players. But the consequences to the
athletic program pales in comparison to what happened last week at
the University of Vermont. The school decided to cancel the remainder of its men's ice hockey season after several players lied during an
investigation into hazing allegations.
The allegations were brought to light earlier this month when a
former goaltender filed a lawsuit charging his teammates with hazing. According to the suit, some freshmen players were forced to
consume large amounts of alcohol and parade around naked while
holding each other's genitals, among other degrading activities.
The school elected to cancel the final 15 games of the hockey sea
son. No players will be expelled, and hockey players on scholarship
will remain on scholarship.
The Florida State Seminoles defeated the Virginia Tech Hokies
in the Sugar Bowl, the site of college football's championship
game. FSU finished No. 1 at 12-- 0 while the Hokies ended 1 and
fell to No. 3 in the final AP poll.
J
..
46-2- 9

11--
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25-1-
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81-6- 5.

Jan. 14:
Jan. 15:

.

--

Wooster 74, Notre Dame 66
Hanover 79. Wooster 64
Mt Vernon Nazarene 79, Wooster 60
Oberlin 84', Wooster 45
Kenyon 55, Wooster 48
Ohio Wesleyan 69, Wooster 58
Dentson 76, Wooster 74
Woqster 74, John Carroll 71
Wooster 93. Hiram 65

Overall

'
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Women's Basketball
Dec. 10:
Dec. 11:
Dec. 30:
Jan. 4:
Jan. 7:
Jan. 8:
Jan. 12:
Jan. 17:
Jan. 19:

.

6--

1

Overall

.:

.

Dec. 17:
Dec. 18:
Dec. 29:
Dec. 30:
Jan. 8:
Jan. 12:
Jan. 15:
Jan. 19:

Jmtuary 20

7-- 0.
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FILE PHOTO

soars to the hoop on a layup attempt earlier this season.
Thompson missed four games with a partially torn anterior cruciate ligament
before returning to make a crucial bucket against Wabash last Saturday.
Steve Thompson '01

Next on the schedule are the always problematic Wittenberg Tigers. Entering last night's action,
both Wooster and Wittenberg had
identical records and sat tied atop
the conference. Moore said the
key to the game will be rebounding, as Wittenberg has an abun

dance of size. The Tigers lead the
conference in rebounding margin
with an astounding 11.5 rebound
advantage.
The teams will square off for
top billing in the conference Saturday at 7:30 p.m. in Timken
Gymnasium.

Scot swimmers kick to victories

LukeLindberg

embarrassing score of
Editor-in-Chi-

1 77-6-

6.

Impressive individual perfor-

ef

Although the winter weather is
cooling down Wooster, the Scot
swim teams are heating up.
After returning from their winter training trip, which took them
to Florida during the winter weeks,
the Scots came back to Ohio with a
vengeance, going an impressive 1
in weekend meets.

mances littered the Scots' visit to
Baldwin-Wallacas Wooster put
on a clinic in the Yellow Jacket
pool. Seth Pack '02 won the 200
individual medley in 2:09.16 and
the 500 freestyle in 5: 14.93.
On the women's side, diver Sara
Connolly '02 won the
voluntary in 166.15 and the

Last Friday, the Scots rolled into
Baldwin-Wallac- e
for a duel meet.
The Scot men handed a pretty good
shellacking to the Yellow Jackets by
the final score of 145-8The women
were no less impressive, destroying
Baldwin-Wallace- 's
women by the

optional in 144.65. Laura Dunn
'00 won the 100 freestyle in 55.48
and the 200 freestyle in 2:00.78. Also,
Jessica Ritchie '02 brought home the
50 freestyle in 25.52 and the 100
backstroke in 1:01.13.

5--

9.

1

e,

one-met- er

one-met- er

In

Saturday's

tri-me-

et

with

Oberlin and Case Western, the Scots
defeated Oberlin and fell to Case. The
women, on the other hand, swept the
field and moved to 6-- 0 on the season.

Individual

standouts

from

Saturday's meet were Wes Bennett
'01, who won the 50 freestyle and
the 100 freestyle, and Pack, who
took home the 200 freestyle title.
For the women, Becki won the
400 individual medley and the 200 butterfly, Jody Bray '03 won the 500
freestyle, Connolly won the one and
three meter diving competitions, Dunn
won the 200 backstroke, Ritchie won
the 200 freestyle and Beth Starling '02
won the 200 individual medley and the
200 breast-stroke.
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Women shoot down Hiram for second straight win

Or rice M w c.t k
Break was anything but restful
ior the Seots as they played seven
games and went
VVooster hosted the Nan Nichols
Tournament Dec. 10 and 11. The
Scots were triumphant in the first
round with a win over Noire Dame
of Ohio
1-

74-6-

-6.

6.

The Scots went into the break with
0
lead over the Blue Falcons
and never looked back. Knding a four
came losing streak, this win was a
team effort with four players scoring
in double digits. Maureen Mull '02
finished with a game high 8 points,
w hile fellow guard Stephanie Woodruff 02 added 15 points. Forward
Aleashia Washington '00 provided
2 points and seven rebounds to the
winning effort and Joci Hom 'Ql finished with 1 3 points on the night.
Next for the women's basketball
a

35-3-

1

1

team was Hanover in the
tournament's championship game.
The Scots could not Find a way to
overcome a 0 halftime deficit
A
and fell to the Panthers
33-3-

79-6-

4.

majoixejybyJflSPts
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DeJesus "03 and Kristen Rice '03.
the Scots were unabie to upset the
Lady Cougars and ended the night
on the short end of a 79-6- 0
score.
Hopes that 2000 would be better
for the Wooster women's basketball
team were quickly quelled when
Maureen Mull. Wooster's leading
scorer, made the decision to truster
to West V irginia.
Without Mull, the Scots traveled
to Oberlin to face the Yeowomen on
Jan. 4. Shooting 22 percent from the
field made it difficult for Wooster to
do anything but struggle to survive
in this contest. Woodruff led the way
for Wooster with 15 points, six rebounds, four assists and three steals.
Wooster returned home and played
host to the Ladies of Kenyon on Jan.
7. Neither team started well and after the first 20 minutes of play the
Scots were down only eight points,
28-2halftime
But that eight-poideficit served to be the deciding factor. Although Wooster outscored
in the second half,
Kenyon 28-2- 7
they lost the game by seven, 55-4-

record with 21 re'
bounds and 19 points.
After a quick break for the holidays, the Scots were back in action
on Dec. 30 in Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Wooster found a formidable foe in
the Lady Cougars of Mount Vernon
Nazarene but went into halftime
down only four points. In spite of
e
efforts from Nara
e

double-doubl-

3

U

I

I D 1 Z3 --

With no time to lament their re- were on a. bus
to uetaware to race unio wesieyan
on Jan. 8. The Battling Bishops
jumped out to a 0 halftime lead
and would not relinquish it, downFor the third
ing Wooster
straight game, Woodruff led
Wooster in scoring and steals with
6 points and three swipes. Washe
with
ington added a
10 points and
rebounds.
The Scots returned to Timken
Gymnasium to take on the Denison
32-2-

69-5-

8.

1

double-doubl-

1 1
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Happy Hour
Dance Party

After Hours Cafe

ID

5-- 9
9-- 1

8 Dance Party
WWF& WCW

I

'rem the field and 50 percent shooting from behind the three point arc.
The Scots also hit all 10 of their fou!
shots.
But with l:06 iett in the game,
Denison's Kendra Tolford hit a
three pointer to tie the score at 74.
Wooster failed to score on their ensuing possession and Denison capitalized. Once again it was Tolford
scoring for the Big Red, this time hitwith only six seconds
ting a lay-u- p
remaining in the game. For Wooster.
DeJesus registered her sixth double-doubl- e
of the season with 8 points
I

9-- 1

8-1-

1

10-- 1

p.m.
a.m.

p.m.
a.m.
a.m.

If

'

i
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TV
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10 rebounds while Woodruff
added 16 points, six assists and five

and

X,

:

lJ"-w-

rebounds for the Scots.

i
I

On Monday, Wooster finally
made use of being at home when
they faced John Carroll. Shooting
Wooster
4811percent
from the field,
K
.ojorl jrij
to iruri nito-tnwent into the break down only
The Scots came
one point,
out of halftime fired up and took
the lead for good with 17:33 remaining in the game. Joci Horn
'01 recorded a double-doubl- e
with 12 assists and 11 points
while Kerri Horst '02 also added
points of her own to the wineffort..
ning
Wednesday provided another
opportunity for the Scots to use
their home court for a win when
they played host to the Lady Terri- r

37-3-

I

;

--

74-7- 1

nr v
I
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1

v
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6.
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8.
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Big Red on Jan. 2. Woosicr at
tempted to make use of home court
advantage and sneak past the number one ranked team in the NCAC
but fell in the game's final seconds.
The Scots led Denison for the entire first half due to an impressive
44 percent shooting performance

nt

0.

coajUmtSs

not defeat Hanover was senior cen
ter Andrea Spurgeon, who set a
single-gam-
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her game recently to fill in for

Stephanie Woodruff '02 has stepped up
departed guard Maureen Mull. The Scots have won their last two gante
ers of Hiram. Although Hiram took
an early 3- -7 lead, the Scots sailed
into halftime with a 43-- 22 cushion.
The second half proved just as prosperous for Wooster. Eleven players
scored as the Scots won 93-6- 5. DeJesus
20 points due to per
had a season-hig- h
1

fect
2-fo-

9-of-

-9

shooting from the field and

shxting from the

r-2

foul line.

Megan Hogue '02 added a career high
eight points and three assists off the
bench..

The game left Wooster
1-

at

4-1-

1.

in the NCAC.
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Football team rakes in awards
Chris Powers

Sports Editor

Football season may be long
gone, but it is definitely not forgotten. Several Wooster players received high honors during the offseason. Among the most recognized were Seth Duerr '00, Matt
Mahaffey '00 and Chad Peterman
'00.
Duerr finished his stellar senior
season as the team leader with 107
tackles, including seven and a half
sacks. For his efforts, the middle
linebacker was named the NCAC
Defensive Player of the Year, a
member of the Football Gazette
Region second team and
honorable mention
All-Nor-

th

All-Ameri-

ca,

the AP Little

All-Ameri-

Team,

ca

the Burger King Division III
Team and
Division III
Team. These are ex
tremely high honors because the
Burger King team is only a
squad and the AP Little
America team includes both Divisions II and III.
Duerr was joined on several of
these teams by teammate Chad
Peterman. The offensive lineman
was named to the Football Gazette
region first team and
honorable mention
Division III
the Hewlett-Packar- d
second team and
d3football.com Team of the Year,
Coaches'
the

All-Ameri-

Hewlett-Packar-

All-Ameri-

ca

d

ca

25-mem-

All-Nor-

th

All-Ameri-

All-Ameri-

ca

ca,

ber

Mahaffey 's 40.5 yard punting
average was enough to get him
named to the Football Gazette
Region second team and
honorable mention
the d3football.com Team of the
Year and GTECoSIDA Academic

All-Nor- th

All-Ameri-

All-Ameri-

ca

ca,

first team.

Cornerback Seth Mastrine '01
also garnered high honors. He was
part of the Football Gazette
Region first team and the
d
Division III
honorable mention.

All-Nor- th

All-Ameri-

Hewlett-Packar-

ca

Offensive linemen Ryan Dansak

'00 was named to the d3football.com
Team of the Year and linebacker Ian
Lauer'OOwas Academic
second team.
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Scot hoopsters roll into new year
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North, the Scots returned home for
the annual Mose Hole Classic. The
Scots came through with two strong
efforts en route to capturing championship honors for the second
straight year.
In a strange situation, the Scots
were forced to play Hiram in the
opener in a game that counted toward the conference standings. The
game was scheduled before Hiram
joined the NCAC, and both schools
decided to keep the game and just
count it as Hiram's away game at
Wooster.
The Scots triumphed surprisingly
easily, 103-7aided by severe foul
trouble that plagued the Terrier
frontcourt.
The Scots took on Hanover in the
championship, winning a closely
contested affair
Wooster
broke a 6 tie with six minutes
to go and never looked back. It was
Wooster's 23rd consecutive home
victory.
The Scots were able to be suc5,
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cessful despite playing without
starter Steve Thompson '01, who
FILE PHOTO

Forward John Ellenwood '00 is having a very productive season once again.
He leads the team in scoring with 12. 7 points per outing, and in rebounding
with 6.6 per game. Ellenwood and the Scots have compiled a 23 game home
winning streak which will be tested this Saturday at 7:30 p.m. when the
Wittenberg Tigers invade Timken Gymnasium.
--

Chris Powers
Sports Editor
The much anticipated civilization meltdown that was to come
along with the new year failed to
occur. Computers booted up properly, electricity flowed correctly
and toilets flushed without any
problems. Oh, and the Wooster
men's basketball team kept on winning.
The Scots played seven games
over the break, compiling a 1
overall record and remaining undefeated in league action.
6--

Immediately following finals
week, the Scots traveled to
Kalamazoo, Michigan, to compete
in the Kalamazoo tournament. It
provided some stiff competition.

Mens Basketball
Sat. Wittenberg 7:30p.m. (H)
Wed. Allegheny 7:30 p.m. (A)

In the opener, Wooster faced an
outstanding foe in Huntington, an
NAIA powerhouse. The Foresters
came into the game sporting a 14-- 1
record and valuable experience.
Wooster was able to withstand a
furious Huntington rally in the final minutes to win
In the championship game of the
tournament, the Scots suffered their
lone December setback, losing to
host Kalamazoo,
58-5-

62-5-
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4.

Wooster Head Coach Steve
Moore was not pleased with his
team's performance: "We were not
real ready to play emotionally. I felt
we suffered a real letdown," he
said. He also gave the Hornets
credit, saying they were
to play.
After the disappointment up
"well-prepare-

GO

missed both tournaments with a
partially torn knee ligament.
Matt Smith '03 replaced Thompson in the starting lineup and "really improved" his game, according to Moore.
Other players with valuable contributions included leading scorer
and rebounder John Ellenwood '00,
who was the MVP of the Mose
Hole Classic, Antwyan Reynolds
'02, defensive MVP of the Mose
Hole and Nate Gaubatz '01, who
gave the team great minutes on both
ends of the floor.
The team continued its hot streak
with three key NCAC road victo-

ries. They handily defeated
Denison and Kenyon, but the most
impressive win was last Saturday
versus Wabash.
The Scots trailed with three minutes to go but outscored the Little
Giants 0 down the stretch to win
Thompson, in his first game
9--

79-7-
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Kenyon swimmer
dies in van accident
Amelia Kays

who were not wearing seat belts.
Hatcher's sister, Emily, a freshman.
was also riding in the van.
The van was driven by junior Sarah Steen, die daughter of Kenyon
coach James Steen. The Coshocton

Photo Editor

A large American flag flew at
on Monday at Kenyon
College in Gambier, Ohio in honor
of Molly Hatcher '00, captain of the
Kenyon College swim team, who
was killed on Jan. 13 when she was
ejected from a van carrying members of the swim team. The van lost
control, hit the guardrail and rolled
several times. Hatcher was the
fourth Kenyon student to die within
the last eight months. James W.
Bunn was killed in a car crash
May 20 on his way home from
schooL Also, Jeb D. King died in
July as a result .of injuries sustained in an accident in Mexico.
In addition, Melissa Kravetz died
of cancer on Oct. 30.
Over 200 students, faculty, staff
members and workers at the accident scene attended the memorial
held for Hatcher at Kenyon on Jan.
16. At least 100 members of the
Kenyon College community,
half-sta-ff

in-pjud-

County Prosecutor is considering filing charges against Sarah Steen. Steen

admitted to State Highway Patrol
troopers that she was driving too fast
for the icy conditions. She was re
portedly going over 60 miles perhour
in a 55 mile per hour zone.
.

College of Wooster Head
Swimming Coach Keith Beckett
informed the Scot swim teams
about the accident before the team

left , for, their meet against

Baldwin-Wallaon Jan. 14. "I
think the entire team feels a sense
of loss ...She was an athlete that
many of them knew, many competed against," said Beckett.
"She was so friendly. It was just
tragic to hear about what happened," said swimmer Erin Popelka
'03, who met Hatcher last year dmv
jng a yjsit to Kep.yon College and
spoke with her again at the NCAC
Relay meet earlier this year.
- "It was a pain that also hit them
(the swim team) because it was
someone in our conference, said
Beckett. Members of the conference" showed their support for
Hatcher's family and the Kenyon
swim team on Jan. 15 prior to the
ce

jng

members qf the swim
team and Kenyon's president,
Robert Oden, attended the service
held at the Unitarian Church in her
hometown of Evanston, 111. According to "The Columbus Dis

patch,

Kenyon swim coach

James Steen spoke at the funeral,
remembering the psychology ma
jor as "light and airy and forgiv
ing. While others would forge
through my office on their way to
the swimming pool, Molly would

float through, her feet barely
touching the ground.
The accident took place around
6:40 p.m. on U.S. 36 at Township
Road 115 near Coshocton, Ohio.
The team was returning from a
swim meet at the University of

please see SCOTS WIN,
page 10

Women 's Basketball
Sat. Wittenberg 2 p.m. (A)
Wed. Allegheny 7:30 p.m. (H)
.

meet by

Wooster-Oberlin-Ca- se

'

North Carolina in Chapel Hill.
Eight of the 11 occupants of the
van were injured, including fresh
men Jessica Case and Katherine
Holland, who were
to
Grant Hospital in Columbus, Ohio.
Hatcher was one of the nine students
life-flight- ed
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having a moment of silence. A
portion of the Case team is wearing purple ribbons, an idea supported by head coach Todd Clark,
a Kenyon alumnus.
"As a team we have yet to decide
whether we are going to do anything
special at the conference meet," said
Beckett. The Wooster swim team
has sent cards to the Hatcher family and to the Kenyon swim team
"(We want) them to know that there
are other members of their swimming family that are greatly concerned and mat are there for them
j
in any way that we can be."

I

Swimming and Diving

SCOTS!

Sat Ohio

Westeyan

Indoor Track
;

J p.m. (H)

& Field

Hat Denison, 12tp.m. (A)
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